Visual Tracking and Depth Estimation of Mobile Robots Without Desired Velocity Information.
In this paper, a visual servoing approach is developed for the trajectory tracking control and depth estimation problem of a mobile robot without a priori knowledge about desired velocities. By exploiting the multiple images captured by the on-board camera, the current and desired poses (i.e., scaled translation and orientation) of the mobile robot are reconstructed to define system errors. Then, an adaptive time-varying controller is proposed to achieve the trajectory tracking task in the presence of nonholonomic constraint and unknown depth parameters. Most of previous works require the measurement of the desired velocity information to facilitate the controller design, leading to tedious offline computation. In this paper, to eliminate this requirement, the desired velocities are estimated in real-time based on a reduced order observer. Moreover, an augmented update law is designed to compensate for the unknown depth parameters and identify the inverse depth constant. The Lyapunov-based method is employed to prove that the proposed controller achieves asymptotic tracking, and the inverse depth estimate converges to its actual value provided that a persistent excitation condition is satisfied. Subsequently, a robust data-driven algorithm is introduced to ensure the convergence of the inverse depth estimate under a relaxed finite excitation condition. Simulation and experimental results are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.